
 

 

Response from Rev. Paige Getty to the UUCC LETTER that was distributed on July 31: 
 
The UUCC Board of Trustees and I (with Maureen and Anthony) wrote an indirect response 
within days of receiving the July 31st UUCC LETTER. But I sense that there’s still a need for a 
direct response from me to some of its content.  
 
I sincerely hope that we can move past the particulars of this summer’s conflict and reinvest 
our energy in nurturing relationships across divisions and strengthening the congregation that 
we all love so dearly. 
 
And that point is key—I know that all of you love UUCC. And you know that I do. I know you are 
good people who care deeply. And yet we’ve all done things that others wish we hadn’t. We’ve 
said things that we ourselves regret. We wish we could go back and do some things over again.  
 
I know that each person who signed the July 31st letter had their own reasons for signing it, and 
I know those reasons vary(ied) widely. Likewise, the impact of the letter varied widely.  
 
I, for one, was disappointed that the intensity of dissatisfaction escalated to the level of a 70+-
signature, congregation-wide letter without more direct, personal interactions first. I felt that 
interim steps had been skipped. So, while we knew of some discontent within the congregation, 
some of the names on the letter were truly surprising to me, to the Board, and to the staff.  
 
One of the messages that has been consistent from the core group of letter-signers is a request 
for respect and decency in our interactions. I am confident that all of us at UUCC share the 
commitment to being respectful, decent, and loving with one another. And our standards for 
what qualifies as decent and respectful do not always agree. For example, even though most of 
us agree that name-calling is offensive—and it’s definitely ineffective in moving conversation 
forward—I’ve heard disagreements about what qualifies as name-calling.  
 
But also, different circumstances and offenses justify different forms of expression. Sometimes 
the most loving thing a person can do is express their outrage, not in a violent way, but perhaps 
loudly. And sometimes very quiet non-verbal behavior can be more threatening and 
disrespectful than rage.  
 
Group statements calling for generalized standards of decency and respect are unhelpful. 
Instead, when we experience disrespectful behavior, let’s go directly to the person by whom we 
feel disrespected, and have a conversation to gain greater understanding and possible healing. 
Ask me or a friend to accompany you, if that would help. (And if I am the one who has 
disrespected you, then definitely bring a friend if you feel that you can’t speak with me alone.) 
 
I know that some of you feel hurt by actions and words of mine—for perceived censorship and 
name-calling, for statements that felt shaming. I have never wished to hurt you, and I would 
like to apologize personally in the cases where I have. This journey we’re traveling is messy and 
risky, and I regret the ways that my choices have been ineffective and alienating. Please, if I 
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have hurt you directly, come to me so I can understand better, and we can try to mend what’s 
broken.   
 
Finally, some comments about the words ‘racist’ and ‘white supremacy’, because there are 
some things on which I expect not to change my mind, and it would be disingenuous of me to 
mislead you.  
 
I will continue to use the words ‘racism’, ‘anti-racism’, and ‘white supremacy culture’. And I 
intend to be deliberate in how I use those words. I wish to be your partner in exploring what 
they mean, in examining why it’s important that we explore, and in sharing our own 
relationships with the story of racism in the U.S.  
 
A couple years ago—in response to a larger movement within and beyond Unitarian 
Universalism—I began using these terms more consistently and intentionally. The choice was 
deliberately provocative, calling our attention to the very real suffering especially of Black 
persons whose lives are disproportionately at risk because of the ways that white supremacy 
culture and anti-Black racism persist. 
 
I do not believe that any member of UUCC is A Racist or A White Supremacist, certainly not in 
the “old school” meanings of those words. I don’t believe that any among us expresses white 
nationalist or other outrageously racist worldviews, and we don’t target persons of color in 
hateful acts, and we have records of active resistance to White Supremacy. Many among us 
(many of you) have sacrificed your bodies, your time, your energy, and your money in the 
service of equality, desegregation, and civil rights for all. Thank you for that sacrifice.   
 
Still, racism persists. And it persists in ways that are more subtle and more insidious and more 
tricky to tackle.  
 
It persists in our UUCC—in how we interact with persons of color who are our guests (“Where 
are you from?”); in our resistance to building direct relationships with brown-skinned residents 
in Owen Brown (assuming that young Black men are causing trouble if they’re in our building); 
in our institutional habits about what values we prioritize (scholarship over lived experience, 
individual rights over communal well-being); in how we favor “merit” and “intellect” without a 
more nuanced understanding of those very things; in our complacent resistance to building a 
broader library of readings and music in our liturgy, etc.  
 
All of us—of every race and ethnicity—have been affected by the white supremacy culture in 
which we live. Whiteness is inherent in the dominant culture, and each of us who is White is the 
recipient of a kind of privilege that is undeniable, even if we are marginalized in other ways. 
Racism and white supremacy are ubiquitous and insidious, affecting every aspect of our lives in 
this multi-cultural America. 
 



 

 

And we who are good people do sometimes perpetuate racism or behave in racist ways, almost 
always unintentionally. And when we become aware of the impact of our actions, we learn 
from our mistakes and do better next time. 
 
A number of you have asked for an explanation about why others in UUCC insist that the July 31 
letter is racist. These specific lines are the ones that have caused the most direct pain to 
persons of color and their families: 
 

“We agree that it is important to seek out and listen to marginalized voices. We would like 
to hear more about incidents when marginalized people have been harmed at UUCC. 
However, we also think that, after we have listened, it is sometimes reasonable to discuss 
alternative opinions respectfully.” 

 
The hurtful (and presumably unintended) implication here is that a person’s experience of 
marginalization—the impact of racism, of misogyny, of homophobia—is something about which 
another person may have an opinion. The statement suggests that harm can be explained away 
or justified, and that another person’s intellectualized thoughts and ideas are as important, or 
more important, than one’s lived experience of oppression and marginalization. Those 
suggestions, those implications, perpetuate the harm of racism, whether intended or not. (I 
know that this explanation may lead to more questions—if so, please come see me and let’s 
talk.)   
 
Less than 48 hours after receipt of the July 31 letter, our Executive Director informed me that 
she would be resigning. In her resignation letter, sent to UUCC members and friends the 
following week, she wrote, 
 

“It is especially distressing to me that when people of color in our UUCC family express hurt 
or pain, they are met with a debate instead of an embrace, or even – at a bare minimum – a 
spirit of curiosity. UUCC's conflict – and my own internal conflict – has impacted my 
emotional and physical health to the point that, for my own well-being, I must resign.” 

 
Her statement is directly connected to the one I’ve excerpted above from the July 31 letter.  
 
I am feeling wearily hopeful these days, and I look forward to a time soon when we’re again 
feeling more stable and ready to recommit to the larger mission of UUCC as a transforming 
spiritual community that acts to make the world better. 
 
With love, 

 


